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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “ Real conditional II – conjunctions”.
Pág. 47 do Volume 4
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:
Real conditionals II – conjunctions
Here we have examples of how IF can be replaced by the other conjunctions:
If I don’t get married with him, I’ll be single forever.
In case that I don’t get married with him, I’ll be single forever.
They will plan a trip providing that they have money.
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In the event that I don’t participate in that party I’ll be crazy.

Only If I have good grades, I’ll travel.
ü This conjunction means if + not.
Unless they call her, she won’t go there.
ü These conjunctions say that the condition is not important.
She’ll take the umbrella whether it rains or not.
Even If she arrives in time, she will be fired this time.
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ü This conjunction emphasizes the condition.

Question 1- Fill out with the correct conjunction.
IN CASE THAT – ONLY IF – UNLESS – WHETHER OR NOT – PROVIDING THAT
a) She’ll swim _______ the water is warm.
b) In the end of the year _______ I have money ______ I’ll travel. I deserve it.
c) You’ll stay here ___________ you do the dishes and organize the house.
d) _________ he drives fast we will lose the flight.
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e) _________ mom cooks, my brother will keep some food for me.

a) only if; b) whether/or not; c) providing that; d)
Unless; e) In case that

Question 2- Choose the correct conjunction.
1. ________ my father asks me to go I won’t go.
a) Even if			

b) Providing that

2. Tracy will go by car ______ her boyfriend drives her to the school.
a) only if 			

b) unless

3. They’ll do that ________ their parents like _______ not.
b) whether/or
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a) in case/that 		

4. ___________ she apologizes I’ll forgive her.

b) In case

1. a); 2. b); 3. b); 4. a)

a) Only if			

Question 3 - Match the sentences.
( ) unless she works harder.

2. In case that you go to the club

( ) go to the beach.

3. Whether you like or not

( ) use sunscreen lotion.

5. Providing that she loses weight

( ) I’ll be here.
( ) she’ll buy a new pair of jeans.
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4. Unless it rains, we will

1-4-2-3-5

1. Melanie will lose her job

#IrAlém
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Let’s learn more about “used to“ doing a different activity?
In this quiz you have to choose the correct sentence to fill out the sentences and scorepoints!

Available on: <https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/quizshow.php?title=use-toused&q=1>. Access on: Sep. 13, 2020.
I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

